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Abstract

_ The frequency-contrast characteristics is an important criterion to judge
the quality of electronic-optic systems, which boast an increasing appticationln
space research, qstronomy, martial art etc. The paper provides a brij aescription
of the methods for determining the frequency-contrast characteristtics of'optic
systems, developed at the space Research Institute of the Bulgarian Acaiemy of
Sciences. The suggested methods have been used to develop a iuple of electrinii-
optic systems participated in the designed ground-based and aerospqce scientiJic-
research equipment. Based on the obtained practical results, the ionclusion was
made that the methods provide to obtain sufiiciently precise data, which coincide
well with the results, obtained when using other methids.

Electronic-optic systems boast an increasing application in space
research' astronomy, physics etc. [1, 2, 3]. They are used not only as
amplifiers and converters of IJV and IR emissions, for registration of
continuous signals, but also as autonomous image receivers, inclusive for
the purpose of determimng the coordinates of remote subjects.
An important evaluation criterion for the quality of electronic-optic systems
is the measured value of the frequency-contrast characteristics (ncc)- 14, 51.
The well-known and most widely used methods to determine the FCC ari
based on using the Mira tables with sine contrast change and mechanical
scanning of the generated image [6].

The paper provides a description of suggested methods for
determination of the FCC of electronic-optic ryrt"-r that has been
developed at the Space Research Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of
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Sciences in relation with the ongoing work on the developed electronic-
optic systems for ground-based aerospace research apparata.

The image from the stroke Mira is projected by the object-glass onto
the photocathode of the electronic-optic converter (EOC). Then, from the
screen of the EOC, the image is scanned perpendicularly to the strokes and,
through a photo-electronic multiplier (PEM), in photon-counting mode; the
illumination brighbress of the EOC's screen at some particular point
(coinciding with the soreen radius) of the Mira table image along the
scanning axis is recorded.

Using a set of Mira touch tables of various spatial frequency u, the
contrast K(u) may be calculated:

(l) K(u)=l*:l*,
L.u* t L-in

where L.u* and L-,o are accordingly the maximal and minimal brightness

of the Mira touch image.

The FCC is determined by the expression [7, 8]:

(2) F(') = f t"t"l- r(ru)+ K(5D)l .

Formula (2) makes it possible to determine theoretically the FCC.
In the present contribution, using Universal Night Vision Device

Verification .Equipment (UNVDVE) [6], scanning the image from a single
slit of width 2t, t}:re amplitude corresponding to N touches from the Mira
table has been recorded.
The FCC of an image representing a set of N touches of a slit of width 2will
be:

(3)

The analysis of (3) reveals that, when the number of touches in the Mira
table is increased, the expression tends to zerc:- therefore, it is expedient to
operate with a single slit. Moreover, at:
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(4) "-fn(")-0.
consequently, to expand the measured area of D, 2t should be reduced.
using the a.m. equipment [6] and the suggested formulae, the FCC of
electronic-optic systems with a micro-channel plate (MCp) has been
measured. when the size of the used Mira is commensurable with the
diameter d of the MCp plate, the contrast of its image depends on the
position with respect to the center of the MCp channel, whereas at
coincidence with insensitive boundary between channels it is minim al, and
at coincidence with the center it is maximal.

The determination of the FCC is reduced to measurement of the FCC
of the overall system

(s) ' 
F(u) = 4(u).Fr(u).4(u) ,

where: 4(u) - the FCC of the object glass;

4 (u) - the FCC of the EOC with MCp;
r, (u) - the FCC of the eye-rens of the electronic-optic system.

The most essential and precise moment here is to determine the
rr(u), accounting that L(u) and Fr(u) feature higher resolution, i.e. higher

FCC. The measurement time of the FCC of the Eoc with MCp with spatial
frequency of 2 to 22 donble lines per mm is 5 min.
The results from the measurement of the FCC are shown in Fig. l, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3.

A major factor determining the FCC is the system,s focusing
property. As a result of the insignificant dissipation by direction and 

"tt"tgyof the outgoing electrons from the MCp channels, a point at the MCpis
input is pictured on the EOC's screen as a circle.

Apart from this, the FCC is influenced by system noises, mostly
spatial ones. Temporary noises are caused by the fluctuations of the
recorded emission and by the channels, amplification factor. They are
manifested when weak signals are recorded and they deteriorate the
resolution of the electronic-optic system.

Spatial noises are caused mostly by dissipation depending on the
diameter of the MCPs and accordingly, the Lmplification dctor K,
depending on the ratio between the channel length I and diameter d.
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Fig.3

The dependence of the FCC of an electronic-optic system with MCp
on the voltage of the MCP is shown in Fig.l. It can be seen from the shown
curves that when increasing the electric voltage u, the system,s FCC
gradually deteriorates. This can be attributed to the increase of the
dissipation by direction and energy of the outgoing electrons from the MCp
channels.

The dependence of the FCC on the potential difference applied
between the MCP and the cathode-luminescence screen is shown inlig.2.
Increasing the voltage up to a certain value enhancing the focuslng
properties of the electrostatic lens and contributes to a more contrast image
of the Mira table touches on the cathode-luminescence screen, whereas the
FCCC increases as well.

In Fig. 3, the FCC of an Eoc with MCp depending on the diameter
d of the MCP charurel is shown. The measurements were performed by an
EOC with MCP with channel diameter d of 8 pm, I 0 pm, 12 pm, 20 pm and
40 pm. Because there is no Eoc with MCp with d :6,4 pm,no such study
was performed. comparing curves 2, 3, 4 and 5, it may be seen that, when
the MCP channel diameter is increased, the FCC deteriorates as a result of
lowering the FCC of the individual channel [9].

Finally, based on the obtained results it may be concluded that the
suggested method provides to obtain data with sufficient reproducibility and
precision, coinciding well enough with the results obtained by using other
methods.
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The authors believe that it is expedient to use the FCC as a unified
parameter in selecting electronic-optic systems for construction of scientific-
research equipment, inclusive for aerospace application.
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METOAI4KA 3A OIIPEAEJIflHE HA
TIECTOTHO.KOHTPACTHATA XAPAKTEPI4CTI,IKA

HA E JIEKTP OHHO - OIITNqHVI CTICTE MI4

fapo MapdupocnH, )Kuexo )Itexoe

PesrcDre

9ecrorno-KoHTpacrHara xapaKTeplrcrlra e BDr(eH rqprarepzft sa
KaqecTBoTo Ha eJTeKTpOHHO OrrTnqHlITe ClICTeMlr, KOT,ITO HaM4paT BCe IIO-
roJItMo rrplrJroxeHr,re r,r B KocMr{qecKr{Te r8cJreABaHprs., acTpolJ:oMr4fiTa,
BoeuHoro AeJro 14 T.H. B cra'rvara e oflrlcaHa HaKparKo paspa6orenara B

VIucrmryr 3a KocMlrqecKr{ r{3cJre4Bamprs. npn ErnrapcKa ar;a4evrvs. Ha
HayKI{Te eAHa MoTOAT{Ka 3a OrrpeAeJrfiHe Ha qecToTHo-KoHTpacTHaTa

xapaKTepr,rcrrrKa Ha orrrarrHr,rre clrcreMr4. flpegnoxenara MeroAnKa e
ll3rloJr3BaHa npv cs3.qaBaHero Ha rrrKoJrKo eJreKTpoHHo-orrrlrqHlr cr{creMH B

cbcTaBa Ha puL3pa6oTeHHTe HaseMHrr kr aepoKocMlrrrecKH HayqHo-
H3cneAoBareJrcKra ailapurypv. Ha 6asara Ha rroJr5 reHr{Te pe3yJrrar}r or
peaJIHaTa 4paKTLrKa pe3yJrTaTr{ e HanpaBeH rr3BoAbT, qe MeToAr{KaTa
rlo3BoJrrBa fioq^raBaHe Ha AocrarbqHo rorrHrr AaHHr,r, Kolrro Ao6pe
9E.BIIAAAT C pe3yJrTaTuTe, notrj^reH[ np]r [BloJr3BaHeTo Ha Apyrrl MeToAtr.
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